Mobile Table Stool Operating Instructions:
METS / MTS8 / MTS10 / MTS12 / MTS1216
Opening Table:
1) Release storage latch by lifting storage latch handle located on the inside of the table apron on either side of table. See Figure #1.
2) Place one foot at bottom of legs. Push leg outward with foot while using both hands on stools to push downward to floor. See Figure #2.
3) Continue pushing down until table locks in the 2/3rd’s open position (cleaning mode). See Figure #3.
4) Lift center down lock bar with one hand. Release pressure on the lock while lifting one stool up slightly with the other hand. See Figure #3.
5) Keep feet clear of stool uprights. Push down on the two tops to the full opened position. Be sure the down lock bar locks into the hinge slot.

Standard Maintenance:
To ensure table life & quality
operation; check & tighten
fasteners & lubricate pivot
points every (6) months.

Folding For Storage:
1) Stand between the two center legs. Push down with one hand in center of table top next to the gap in the tops while lifting the down lock out of the hinge slot with the other hand.
2) Once lock releases from hinge slot, take that hand and lift up from underneath the top while also lifting under the top with other hand. The table should be the 2/3rd’s open position.
3) Grab the second row center leg stool uprights and pull together until the table is alomst completely folded. See Figure #4.
4) Bend at the knees if necessary and reach around the stool uprights with both hands. Push the table tops together until the storage lock engages. On MTS1216 tables the lower you push
the tops together the easier it is to fold. See Figure #5.
5) Double check that the stoage lock is engaged BEFORE moving the table. See Figure #1.
(MTS1216 only)

WARNING:

Table should be moved and operated
by authorized adults only! Children
and students should NEVER move or
operate tables. Always engage storage
latch to prevent tipping. Failure to
follow warnings may result in serious
injury or death.

WARNING:

To avoid tipping over, only push from
side of table. DO NOT push from the
table top side! Avoid rolling table over
debris on the floor.
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